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Statistical anisotropy of magnetohydrodynamic turbulence
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Direct numerical simulations of decaying and forced magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! turbulence without and
with mean magnetic field are analyzed by higher-order two-point statistics. The turbulence exhibits statistical
anisotropy with respect to the direction of the local magnetic field even in the case of global isotropy. A mean
magnetic field reduces the parallel-field dynamics while in the perpendicular direction a gradual transition
towards two-dimensional MHD turbulence is observed withk23/2 inertial-range scaling of the perpendicular
energy spectrum. An intermittency model based on the log-Poisson approach,zp5p/g2112(1/g)p/g, is able
to describe the observed structure function scalings.
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Turbulence is the natural state of many plasma flows
served throughout the universe, its statistical properties b
essential for the theoretical understanding of, e.g., s
forming regions in the interstellar medium, the convection
planetary and stellar interiors, as well as the dynamics
stellar winds. The solar wind, in particular, represents
only source ofin situ measurements, since laboratory expe
ments are far from generating fully developed turbulence
high magnetic Reynolds numbers. A simplified nonline
model of turbulent plasmas is incompressible magnetohy
dynamics~MHD! @1#. In this framework, the kinetic natur
of microscopic processes responsible for, e.g., energy d
pation, is neglected when studying the fluidlike macrosco
plasma motions.

The spatial similarity of incompressible MHD turbulenc
is usually investigated by considering two-point statistics
the Elsässer variablesz65v6B @2# combining velocityv
and magnetic fieldB ~given in Alfvén-speed units!. Restrict-
ing consideration to turbulence with small cross helicityHC

5*VdV(v•B), V being the volume of the system, allows
setz1.z25z. With dz,5@z(r1ø )2z(r)#•ø/, the longitu-
dinal isotropic structure functions of the order ofp are de-
fined asSp(,)5^dz,

p&, the angular brackets denoting spat
averaging. The structure functions exhibit self-similar sc
ing Sp(,);,zp in the inertial range where the dynamic
influence of dissipation, turbulence driving and syste
boundaries is weak.

The inertial range has been introduced in Kolmogoro
K41 phenomenology of incompressible hydrodynamic tur
lence@3,4# which assumes a spectral-energy cascade dr
by the breakup of turbulent eddies. This leads to the exp
mentally well-verified energy spectrumE(k);k25/3 @5# cor-
responding toz252/3. Iroshnikov and Kraichnan~IK ! @6,7#
included the effect of a magnetic field by founding the e
ergy cascade on the mutual scattering of Alfve´n waves trig-
gered by velocity fluctuations. The IK picture phenomen
logically yieldsE(k);k23/2, i.e., z251/2.

The validity of the two phenomenologies in MHD turbu
lence is still under discussion. Two-dimensional direct n
merical simulations~DNS! support the IK picture@8,9#,
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while three-dimensional simulations exhibit K41 scaling b
havior @10#. Analytical results@11# also suggestz351, con-
sistent with K41 energy spectra measured in the solar w
@12#. A recent phenomenology of Goldreich and Sridhar@13#
postulates a balance between K41 and IK energy casc
and accounts for the local anisotropy induced byB. How-
ever, DNS which claim to support this picture@14,15# suffer
from moderate numerical resolution, making the identific
tion of self-similar scaling ranges difficult.

In this paper, we examine three-dimensional pseudosp
tral DNS of decaying isotropic MHD turbulence and
driven turbulent systems with mean magnetic fieldB0 at
comparably high resolutions of up to 5123 collocation points.
The structure functions are found to be anisotropic with
spect to the local magnetic field. The effect increases w
magnetic-field strength, reducing the spatial intermittency
the turbulence in the parallel-field direction, while renderi
the system quasi-two-dimensional perpendicular toB. An in-
termittency model based on the log-Poisson approach ag
well with the observed structure-function scalings.

The simulations are performed by numerically solving t
incompressible MHD equations,

] tv2“3~v3v1 j3B!5mn~21!n21Dnv, ~1!

] tB2“3~v3B!5hn~21!n21DnB, ~2!

v5“3v, j5“3B, “•v5“•B50,

in a periodic cube with a pseudospectral method us
spherical mode truncation to reduce aliasing effects@16#. All
simulations comprise of about nine eddy-turnover times
turnover time being defined as the period required to re
maximal energy dissipation when starting from smoo
fields. The initial conditions in the decaying case are char
terized by global equipartition of kinetic and magnetic e
ergy EK5EM50.5 with a spectral distribution;exp(2k2/
k0

2), k054, and random phases. The driven runs start from
quasistationary state withEK.0.75, EM.0.8 generated by
forcing the system for 24 turnover times. The forcin
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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is realized by freezing all modes in a sphere of radiuskf

52, allowing energy transfer to higher wave numbers
nonlinear interactions only. The magnetic helicity in a
simulations is finite,HM5*VdV(A•B)'0.7Hmax

M with the
magnetic vector potentialA andHmax

M ;EM/k0. For the driven
cases, theB0 component which rendersHM gauge dependen
has been subtracted andk0.kf . The cross helicityHC is
approximately zero in the decaying system and.0.12 for
the driven runs, mildly fluctuating around the respect
value. The generalized magnetic Prandtl numbermn /hn is
equal to unity with hyperdiffusive dissipation operatorsn
52, m25h25331028. Test runs withn51 show no no-
table difference in the reported results.

Weak-turbulence theory@17# and numerical simulations
@18–20# show that the IK cascade is spatially anisotropic,
underlying three-wave interactions distributing energy p
dominantly perpendicular toB. The associated spectral d
pendence on a mean magnetic field has been studied nu
cally as well as in the reduced-MHD framework~@21#, and
references therein!, while statistical anisotropy has bee
found in the second-order structure functions of MHD turb
lence@22#. In order to assess this anisotropy by higher-or
statistics, parallel and perpendicular structure functions
calculated with field incrementsdz, taken in the correspond
ing directions with respect to the local magnetic field. This
in contrast to isotropic structure functions wheredz, are
measured without preferred direction. The local magne
field on the increment length scale, defining field-parallel a
field-perpendicular directions at each spatial coordinate
found by applying a top-hat filter of width,, i.e., by multi-
plying B with the Fourier-space filter kernelG,(k)
5sin(k,/2)/(k,/2). The obtained structure functions, com
puted using udz,u to avoid cancellation effects, exhib
inertial-range scaling with exponentszp which can be deter-
mined up to the order ofp58 by a saddle point in the loga
rithmic derivative. The results have been cross checked u
the extended self-similarity property@23# of the data.

Figure 1 shows that the decaying system withB050
(5123 collocation points! is statistically anisotropic. The
field-perpendicular scalings display increased intermitte
compared to the isotropic structure functions. Assuming t
the formation of intermittent structures primarily depends
the turbulent energy available at the corresponding spa
scales, the observation is consistent with both the IK and
K41 cascade being strongest perpendicular toB. The former
due to the inherent anisotropy of Alfve´n-wave scattering, the
latter because field lines resist bending but can be shu
easily by eddies perpendicular to the local field. Con
quently, the field-parallel energy transfer is depleted lead
to less intermittent parallel scalings.

The dependence of statistical anisotropy on the magne
field strength is examined in forced-turbulence simulatio
with mean magnetic field (B055, 10) allowing a reduction
of numerical resolution in the mean-field direction to, resp
tively, 256 and 128 collocation points~cf. Fig. 2!. The qua-
sistationary forced systems assume constant energy rati
mean field to turbulent fluctuations. The parallel scalin
shown in Fig. 1 display decreasing intermittency with raisi
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B0, i.e., an asymptotic approach towards a straight line.
ferring to Kolmogorov’s refined-similarity hypotheses@24#,
this is equivalent to higher parallel-field homogeneity
small-scale dissipative structures, i.e., current and vorti
microsheets, due to their stronger alignment alongB0. The
perpendicular statistics~Fig. 1! become increasingly two
dimensional, getting close to the values found in DNS of
two dimensional MHD turbulence.~The exponents forB0
510 and those obtained from 2D-DNS@9# coincide within
the error margin.! The asymptotic state results from m
crosheet alignment alongB0 which decreases the spatial e
tent of the sheets in the field-perpendicular direction
quasi-one-dimensional dissipative ribbons.

The z2 exponents are related to the inertial-ran
scaling of the one-dimensional energy spectraEk
5(1/2)*dk1*dk2(uvku21uBku2) with k1 , k2 spanning planes
perpendicular to the component ofk associated with the spa

FIG. 1. Scaling exponentszp of perpendicular~filled symbols!
and parallel~open symbols! structure functionsSp(,)5^udz,up& for
B050,5,10 ~circles, diamonds, triangles! together with isotropic
scalings from 3D-DNS~solid line, @30#!. Error bars are given in
Fig. 3.

FIG. 2. Normalized, time-averaged parallel~dashed! and per-
pendicular~solid! energy spectra compensated withk3/2 for B050
~inset!, B055 ~lower solid line, upper dashed line!, andB0510.
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tial increment ø. For the field-parallel and field

perpendicular spectra this givesEk
i ,';k2(11z2

i ,'). Figure 1
yieldsEk

i exponents in the range@21.8,21.9#, while theEk
'

scaling changes from K41,;k25/3, to IK, ;k23/2, with in-
creasingB0. This agrees with DNS of the two-dimension
MHD turbulence and suggests that, contrary to the thr
dimensional case where K41 scaling is observed, the res
tion to a quasi-two-dimensional geometry increases the
portance of the inherently two-dimensional Alfve´n-wave
cascade~IK ! compared to the eddy-breakup process~K41!.

In Fig. 2, Ek
i andEk

' with respect to the fixedB0 axis are
given for B050,5,10. The spectra are time averaged o
four eddy-turnover times and normalized in amplitude
suming a K41 dependence on the mean energy dissipa

«52Ė as ;«2/3. Wave numbers are normalized with th
generalized K41 dissipation length,D5(m3/«)1/(6n22). The
normalization, though unnecessary for the driven runs,
lows comparison with the decaying case shown in the in
in Fig. 2. ForB050, the parallel and perpendicular ener
spectra differ slightly at largest scales where the few
volved Fourier modes do not isotropize perfectly. The in
tial range exhibits K41 scaling which leads to a clear dev
tion from the horizontal under the appliedk3/2 compensation.
For finite B0, the spectra display a marked anisotropy
agreement with the perpendicular and parallel structure fu
tions. With growingB0, the Ek

' asymptotically follow IK
scaling, while theEk

i indicate an increasing depletion o
small-scale turbulence. The field-parallel damping res
from the stiffness of the magnetic-field lines in agreem
with the picture of field-aligned dissipative structures. Th
corresponds to an increase of the associated dissipa
length @25#. The different amplitudes ofEk

i and Ek
' beyond

the forcing rangek*0.02 have been found similarly in shel
model calculations of anisotropic MHD turbulence@26# re-
sulting from an equilibrium between field-perpendicular a
isotropic energy cascades.

Intermittency, the departure of turbulence from strict sp
tial self-similarity, leads to ‘‘anomalous’’ nonlinear behavio
of the zp . The log-Poisson intermittency model@27# repro-
duces these experimental and numerical findings in hydro
namic and MHD turbulence very well. Its generic formzp

5(12x)p/g1C0(12@12x/C0#p/g) @28,29# depends on the
codimensionC0 of the most singular dissipative structur
~in three dimensionsC052 for filaments,C051 for mi-
crosheets!, the scale dependence of dissipation in these st
tures «,

(`);,2x and the phenomenological nonintermitte
scalingdz,;,1/g (g53 for K41, g54 for IK!. Usually, x
andg are linked by assuming equal scaling of the time sc
t,
` of «,

(`);E`/t,
` and the nonlinear transfer timet,

NL of the
energy cascade«;dz,

2/t,
NL yielding x52/g. Here, E` de-

notes the amount of energy dissipated in the most sing
structures. The successful hydrodynamic She-Le´vêque for-
mula @27# results from C052, g53, while isotropic
structure-function scalings in DNS of three-dimension
MHD turbulence are well reproduced withC051, g53
@30#.
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To model statistical anisotropy, we extend the approa
presented in Ref.@30# by dropping the plausible but not man
datory scaling equality oft,

NL and t,
` . Instead,t,

` is fixed to
the K41 time scale,t,

`;,/dz,;,121/g, which together with
C051 leads to

zp5p/g2112~1/g!p/g. ~3!

Figure 3 shows the predictions of Eq.~3! with the corre-
sponding numerical values ofg. The isotropic MHD inter-
mittency model based on K41 scaling@30# is denoted by the
solid line in Figs. 1 and 3. For increasingB0, the limiting
value ofg in the parallel direction is 1, standing for spatial
homogeneous dissipation. The asymptotic perpendicular
ponents should be reproduced byg54 to be consistent with
the IK scaling observed in this work and in DNS of th
two-dimensional MHD turbulence. The fact that the o
served perpendicular exponents forB0510 correspond to the
model with g'4.4 can be ascribed to the simplicity of th
approach which nevertheless captures the basic physic
the system.

By detaching t,
NL and t,

` , the strengths of field-
perpendicular and field-parallel cascades can be mod
without affecting the mechanism of most singular dissip
tion. The quantityg/3 expresses the cascade strength rela
to the isotropic K41 case as can be seen by writing a mo
fied K41 transfer timet,

NL;(,/,0)x(,/dz,) introducing an
arbitrary reference length,0 and the dimensionless effi
ciency parameterx. Combination withdz,

2/t,
NL5const yields

t,
NL;, (11x)2/3 compared to the standard-phenomenology

sult ;,2/g. A value ofx50 (g53) yields the isotropic K41
case, whilex.0 (g,3) corresponds to cascade depleti
and x,0 (g.3) to cascade enhancement. In this pictu
the cascade efficiency is controlled by the factor of (,/,0)x

in t,
NL , lumping together deviations of the physical trans

process from the K41 pictureand differences in the amoun
of cascading energy compared to the isotropic case. For
ample, the model indicates a growing field-perpendicu

FIG. 3. Scaling results as in Fig. 1 combined with predictions
Eq. ~3! ~dotted lines!. The numerical values ofg are given next to
the respective curves,g53 corresponds to the isotropic MHD in
termittency model@30#.
2-3
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cascade with increasingB0 though scalings suggest a trans
tion from K41 to the less efficient IK cascade mechanis
This efficiency reduction is, however, overcompensated
the increase of energy, cascading field-perpendicularly, c
pared to the isotropic situation. The model reproduces
numerical data very well and in agreement with the phys
interpretation suggested above. With increasingB0 a larger
fraction of energy compared to the isotropic case (B050) is
spectrally transferred perpendicular to the magnetic fie
while the cascade becomes successively damped in
parallel-field direction.

In summary, we have analyzed DNS of decaying a
forced MHD turbulence without and with varying mea
-
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magnetic field using higher-order statistics. Globally isot
pic turbulence exhibits statistical anisotropy, attributed to
influence of the local magnetic field on the nonlinear ene
cascade. An increasing mean magnetic fieldB0 damps the
parallel-field dynamics, while in the perpendicular directi
a gradual transition towards two-dimensional MHD turb
lence is observed with perpendicular energy spectra show
IK scaling. A modified log-Poisson intermittency model r
produces the statistical anisotropy by phenomenological
ing of the respective energy cascades. The anisotropic
proach of Goldreich and Sridhar, therefore, seems to b
promising concept though the proposed realizations
weak, ‘‘intermediate’’ and ‘‘strong’’ turbulence remain que
tionable.
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